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Approximation orders of shift-invariant subspaces of LI'( IR d
), 2 oS. P oS. 'fo , generated

by the shifts of one compactly supported function are considered. In tha t course,
explicit approximation maps are constructed. The approach avoids quasi-inter
polation and applies to stationary and non-stationary retinements. The general
results are specialized to box spline spaces, to obtain new results on their
approxin1ation orders.(' 1995 Academic Press., Inc

I. INTRODUCTION

Let S be a function space consisting of complex (or real) valued func
tions defined on [f;£". We say that S is shift-invariant (SI, for short) if S is
invariant under all integer translations (referred to hereafter as shifts), i.e.,

( 1.1 )

In this paper we consider SI spaces which are subspaces of

for some 2:::;; p :::;; ceo The simplest type of shift-invariant spaces is the PSI
space (P for "principal") which is the case when S is closed (usually in the
underlying p-norm, but sometimes in a weaker topology) and the shifts of
a single function ¢i ( = the generator) are fundamental in S. Approximation
from PSI and other shift-invariant spaces is pertinent to the theory and
applications of several subareas of analysis, and in particular to Multivariate
Splines, Radial Basis Approximation, Wavelets, and Sampling Theory.

In many actual approximations, the Sl space S is refined to yield another
approximating space Sh with, presumably, better approximation properties.
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The standard (known as stationary) refinement is by scaling, that is, S" is
obtained by dilating the functions in S:

Sometimes (cf. [DR]) it is necessary to refine S by means other than
dilation.

The basic way for measuring the approximation "power" of S is via the
tool of approximation orders. Roughly speaking, the collection of spaces
{S,,} "> () is said to provide approximation order k > 0, if, for all sufficiently
smooth f,

Here, dist is measured by the relevant p-norm or one of its relatives (a
Sobolev norm, a local p-norm, etc.). For some time, the analysis of approx
imation orders of PSI spaces was largely dominated by the Strang-Fix con
ditions, [SF]. These conditions assert that, if S is generated by a compactly
supported if!, if ¢( 0) oF 0, and if the scale {S/iL, is stationary, then the
approximation orders provided by {S"},, are determined by the order of
the zero ¢ has at each of 2n ;Zd\O. The standard method for converting the
information about these zeros into approximation order results is the poly
nomial reproduction/quasi-interpolation argument; (cf. the book [C], the
survey [B], and the references therein). However, several important PSI
spaces that were introduced and studied in recent years do not satisfy the
requirements imposed above on the PSI space. One difficulty arises in the
area of radial basis functions, since there the typical generator if! is not
compactly supported. A totally different difficulty arises in the area of box
splines: while the box spline is compactly supported, its corresponding
{S"},, is not a stationary one (unless the generator if! is a polynomial box
spline). The attempt to cover those cases by generalized quasi-interpolation
arguments led to some remarkable achievements, but did not solve the
problem in its entirety. In retrospect, it seems that the quasi-interpolation
approach fails to realize the approximation order of general PSI spaces. a
fortiori of general SI spaces.

New approaches that circumvent quasi-interpolation were recently
developed in [BR2] (p = e.c) and [BDRl] (p = 2). While the two methods
differ in the approximation scheme they employ as well as in their error
analysis, they both perform the entire error analysis on the Fourier domain,
hence, in turn, avoid the imposition of decay rates on the generator if!. Also,
importantly, both characterizations do not require {S"},, to be stationary,
and, furthermore, [BDR I] even dispenses with the regularity assumption
¢( 0) oF O. Extensive discussions of the various applications of the results of
[BR2, BDR I] to radial function approximation can be found in Section 3
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of [BR2] and [R3], respectively. Further discussion of the literature can
be found in Subsection 3.2.

In the present paper, we revisit PSI spaces generated by compactly sup
ported functions (such spaces were coined local in [BDR2]). Primarily, we
aim at establishing results on the approximation order of box spline spaces,
and providing explicit approximation schemes that realize that order. The
main findings here with respect to box spline spaces are as follows:

(a) We determine exactly (in Theorem 3.4) the approximation order
of box spline spaces in the Lrnorm. In no norm has such a result been
known before, although, for p = C£, [BR2] came very close to the mark.
We also show that no smooth function can be approximated any better
(cf. Theorem 3.7).

(b) We present (in Subsection 3.3) an explicit approximation scheme
in the form

I::::::. I ¢J(. - rx)(Jl)(x),
:l. E,Ed

for a suitably chosen convolution operator J. We prove that the scheme
realizes the L2 -approximation order, and, as a matter of fact, maintains the
same approximation order in LI'-norms, 2 <p < ex (Theorem 3.13). The
results also apply to the L; -case, if a mild smoothness condition is
imposed on ¢J (¢J E A, with A the Wiener algebra).

(c) We develop a new error analysis method which differs from the
two of [BR2, BDR I]. With the aid of that approach, we show that for
2 ~ p ~ x (with some additional smoothness conditions required of the box
spline ¢J, in the p = ex case) the approximation scheme used provides simul
taneous approximation to functions and their derivatives (Theorem 3.17).

Most of the analysis that is developed to deal with box spline spaces was
found to apply also to general local PSI spaces. Due to that reason, we
first present, in Section 2, results that concern approximation orders of
local PSI spaces, and only then apply these results, in Section 3, to the box
spline case. Most of the proofs are collected in Section 4.

Soon after completing the present paper, I received a preprint of Kyriazis'
paper [K]. The paper [K] deals with problems similar to those considered
in the present paper, and to a limited extent employs similar analysis
(primarily, both papers invoke the approximation scheme of [BR2], and
also both papers apply the Hausdorff-Young theorem). However, the foci
of the two papers seems to be different, hence they are quite complemen
tary one to another. Kyriazis [K] focuses on stationary refinements and
attempts to impose as mild as possible decay conditions on the generator ¢J.
Therefore, a substantial effort is devoted there to proving that various
constructed approximants are indeed taken from the underlying PSI space.
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The paper [K] succeeds in providing satisfactory results also to LI'
norms where p < 2, its class of smooth functions is larger than here, and it
establishes Strang-Fix conditions similar to those derived in [BDR I]. The
present paper focuses on box spline spaces, hence avoids on the one hand
questions of decay rates of the generator, but needs on the other hand to
deal with non-stationary refinements. Also, we present here results on
simultaneous approximation to function and derivatives, a topic which was
not considered in [K], and, finally, our results apply to p = ex, as well
([ K] relies on the Michlin multiplier theorem, hence deals with p < ex ).

Nota/ions. We have already used the notation (Jit for the dilation
operator

(J" : ft-> f( -/11).

Norms of vectors x E [Rd are denoted by lxii" namely,

(

J )1/1'
Ixll' :=2: lx/II' ,

,~ 1

with the default notation Ixl := Ix1 2 . The function

which is used extensively in the paper, is denoted by (the essentially self
understood notation)

1·[·

For () E ('I, the notation e1/ stands for the exponential function

eo: (v~eiO.(J).

Unless otherwise stated, all domains of functions in this paper are taken to
be [Rd. Thus, L

I
, = LI'([Rd), .'/" = /1"( [Rd) (the space of all d-dimensional

complex-valued tempered distributions), H/~ = W~,( [Rd) (the Sobolev space
of all functions whose derivatives up to order k are in LI')' etc. We also
abbreviate

II.nl p := IIIII//"

2. ApPROXIMATION FROM LOCAL PSI SPACES

Our model is as follows. We are given an indexed set (/J:= {<Pit} It eLI"

The locality assumption usually means that each <P" is supported in some
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bounded, h-independent domain Q, but, while such an assumption holds
indeed in the box spline case, we do not need it here. We only assume that
each 1jJ" is compactly supported. Regardless of the value of p, we define, for
any compactly supported ¢J, the PSI space S( ¢J) to be the infinite span of
the shifts of ¢J:

S(¢J):= 5L ¢J(. -ex) C(IX)}.
l::x E;Zd

The convergence of the infinite sums can be taken pointwise, since the sum
is actually finite on compact domains. No a priori growth condition is
imposed on the coefficients {c( ex)} H zJ. Although this definition slightly
deviates from the one given in the Introduction (our space is not a sub
space of L p ), that difference would not matter in subsequent discussions.

The scale of spaces {S,,} II is obtained by dilating the PSI spaces S(¢JII),

and the approximation orders provided hy {¢J,,} II are concerned with the rate
of decay of

(2.1 )

as h -> O. More precisely, we say that {¢JII} II provides approximation order k,
if for every I in some smoothness space Vp •k and small enough h,

with 1l/llp.k some norm of f The scale {SII}" is stationary if <p" = <PII' for all
h, h'. In such a case, {Sir}" are all dilates of one basic PSI space S(IjJ).

The space Vp •k of "smooth enough" test functions is defined as follows.
For two conjugate exponents I ~ q ~p ~ 00, and k ~ 0,

Note that, for an integer k, the Hausdorff-Young Theorem implies that
Vp •k is continuously embedded into the Sobolev space W;.

Given IE Vp•b we seek an approximant for I from SII' Since Sir is the
h-dilate of S( IjJII), we can define the approximant for I in terms of an
element AIr(f) E S(rPlr), i.e., approximate I by all(A/J/)). AII(f) is, neces
sarily, a (possibly infinite) linear combination of the shifts of ¢J1r' We obtain
the coefficients in this combination as the restriction to ;Ed of a continuous
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(in fact, entire) function J,,(f). In summary, we approximatefby (J"A /.(/),
where

A,,(f)= I tP,,(·-rx)J,,(f)(rx).
::x E Zd

(2.3 )

Thus, the particular details of our approximation scheme rely on the choice
of the maps

ff--> JiI(/)·

As it turns out, the results below on approximation orders require four
conditions of the maps {JilL" and any collection that satisfies these four
properties will do here. Three of these conditions are indepedent of the
specific approximation order we are after, and are listed now.

(2.4) Conditions required from the maps {J,,} ". (a) Each J" is a
dilation followed by convolution, that is,

----JiI(J) = (Til (JI/I,!) v. (2.5 )

(b) Each T" is a function supported in some h-independent origin
neighborhood Be [ - n: .. n: y

(c) For some ho > 0, {Til}" < "n are uniformly bounded on B (hence
on [Rd).

Note that we do not impose smoothness conditions on Til, and therefore
J" needs not map L p into itself. However, {(JI,]"} " are uniformly bounded
endomorphisms on each Vp •k .

THEOREM 2.6. Let 2 ~ P ~ CD be given and let q be its conjugate expo
nent. For k > 0, let Vp •k be as in (2.2). Let {tPh} iI be a family of compactZv
supported functions, and B an origin-neighborhood. Assume that the
collection of sequences

lies in Iq(2n:Z d \O) and is bounded there. Suppose that {J"}"<ho satisfy
conditions (a), (b), and (c) of (2.4) (with respect to the present B), and, in
addition,

sup II(h+I·I)-k(l_¢;;,Th )IIL,IBl<X,
Ir</rll

Let A h be defined by (2.3). Then

(d)
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Proof See Subsection 4.1.

We remark that the proof of Theorem 2.6 provides the following bound
on the error,

11/- 0"" A,,(f) Il/pl!?d)

~ const h k IIIIII'.k( II T" III., IHI 111I/k,f, II/qI2lr £d\0 I

+11(h+I·I) k(I-<$/,T,,)III.,IBI+o(I)), (2.7)

with the o( I) expression always bounded by I, decays to 0 with h, and
otherwise depends only on j; p, k, and B, and with const depending only
on p. Therefore, assuming that B is fixed, one might try to choose J" such

that the sum IIT"II/,IHII!mk./lll/qI2dd\01+li(h+!.!) k(1-1>/,T"lll/.,IBI is
minimized.

A natural choice for J" is given by T,,:= X/1>/I' with X a characteristic
function of some O-neighbourhood B. In this case (h + 1·1) - k ( I - 1>" T,,)
vanishes on B, hence condition (d) in the theorem trivially holds. The only
condition that needs be checked then is condition (c), viz., the uniform
boundedness of { T,,}, which amounts to the uniform boundeness of I;¢".
Hence we have:

COROLLARY 2.8, Assume that the Fourier transf'orms of' the family
<P := { rjJ,,} ,,< "" oj' compact/y supported/il1lctions are unif'orln~l' hounded away
/i'o1l/ 0 on S01l/C origin-ncighhorhood B, Then, .f(JI' ('11CI)' 2 ~p ~ CI.J, every
k > 0, and h < h o ,

with {mk,h} defined as in Theorem 2.6, ~vith const independent of k and .I;
the o( I} cxpression bounded hy I, and with q the conjugate oI p. Hence,
{¢"},, provides an approximation order no smallcr than k whenevcr
{111I/k./Iil/qI2lrzd\OJ}" are unilimn/)' boundcd fiJi' sl!ljicient/y small h.

In order for this corollary to be useful in the derivation of approximation
orders, we need to find conditions which guarantee the boundedness of
the sequences {mk./l} ". In the next section, we will see how this is done in
the case of box splines. At present, we note that the essential part in the
boundedness assumption on {1I/k,h L, is the pointwise boundedness, that is,
for every fl E 277: 1"\0 the function

should be bounded, and the bound should be uniform in {5. The fact that
we assume more than that pointwise boundedness in the theorem is due to
the technical details of the proof, and, in most practical examples is
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translated to smoothness conditions on {¢JIr} Ir. Note also that in the
stationary case, ¢J1r does not change with h, and the pointwise boundedness
condition thus can be easily seen to be equivalent to ¢ having a k-fold zero
at each of fJ E 2n ;:zd\O.

Under additional smoothness conditions on {¢J,,} I" the approximants
{A IrU) L, can be shown to approximate I in Sobolev norms as well. We
mention that such results (concerning simultaneous approximation from SI
spaces) are a rarity, especially since there is no standard way to derive
them from quasi-interpolation arguments. The most notable exception is
[SF] that states such results in the L r and Lx -norm (for the stationary
case), and proves the L 2 -statement.

THEOREM 2.9. Adopting the notations and assumptions of Theorem 2.6,
assume, in addition, that for some positive integer I' < k, the sequences

h <ho

lie in lq( 2n ;:zd\O) and are uniformly bounded there. Then,

III- O'h(A h(/)) II fJ~ :::; constl'.l Ilflll'.k hk-'.

Proof See Subsection 4.1.

3. ApPROXIMATION FROM Box SPLINE SPACES

3. I. Statement of the Problem and its L 2 -Solution

To define a box spline, we let E be a rational matrix of d rows which is
also considered as the multiset of its columns {~}.;E'='-' with each column
~ E E (referred to sometimes as "a direction") assumed to be a non-zero
vector. The matrix E is augmented by a row vector I. = I,.=.- E C'='-, and the
resulted matrix, denoted by (E, I.), is used to define the box spline
M:= ME.; whose Fourier transform is

(0 E /Rd. (3.1 )

In general M is a compactly supported measure defined on (Rd, but upon
assuming that

640 XI 1-4

rank E= d (3.2 )
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(as we always do hereafter), the box spline is a bounded compactly supported
piecewise-exponential-polynomial function supported in the zonotope

ZE:= { 2:_ t~~: t~ E [0 .. 1]}.
~E'::'

(3.3 )

Polynomial box splines correspond to the choice ), = 0. Exponential B-splines
are obtained when d = I and ~ = 1, all ¢'. Tensor splines are obtained when
ever all the directions are standard unit vectors. The box spline is positive
in the interior of ZE whenever A is real-valued.

We now define the scale {S"},, of box spline spaces. For this, we fix M
(i.e., fix S and A), and define, for a given refinement parameter h > 0, the
box spline M" as

The rest of the definition is as in the Introduction, i.e., S" := G" S( M,,). Our
space of "test functions" remains the space VI'.k defined in (2.2).

Since the ladder of spaces {S"},, is determined as soon as M is chosen
(in affect, as soon as S and A are chosen), we refer to the relevant
approximation orders as provided by M, rather than "provided by {M,,}."
Note that each S" is "spanned" by the h Z"-shifts of the dilated function
Gil Mil' Furthermore, in case ..1.=0, M,,=M, all h, and the scale {SilL,
becomes stationary. The motivation behind the particular definition of S"
in the non-stationary case, is that, while S" becomes invariant under finer
and finer shifts as h -> 0, the functions in S" are always piecewise in some
finite-dimensional h-independent space .ff (of exponential-polynomials).

We have seen in the last section that approximation orders from PSI
spaces can be understood in terms of the behaviour of the various
generators around 271: ;£:"\0. In the box spline case, however, such results
cannot be considered as satisfactory: the immediately available information
on the box spline is the matrix (S, A), and therefore we wish to characterize
the approximation order of box spline spaces in those terms; that is, given
k> 0, we need to find all (S, Ie) whose corresponding box spline ME.;'

provides an approximation order k.
For the L 2 -norm, we provide in this paper the following complete

answer to the above problem.

THEOREM 3.4. The L 2 -approximation order provided by the box spline
M :=:.) is the number

k'(S) := min{ #K fj : f3 E 2nZ:'''\0} , (3.5)
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(3.6 )

In particular, the approximation order is independent of A..

Proof See Subsection 4.3.

Note that for p = 2 and integer k, Vu = W;, and hence the above stated
approximation orders apply to the entire Sobolev space.

We will also show that no smooth function can be approximated to a
better rate. Precisely, we have:

THEOREM 3.7. Let {S"},, be the box spline space scale associated with a
box spline ME.". Let k := k'(2), and let fE W;\{O}. Then for every sequence
hj~O,

Proof See Subsection 4.3.

The definition of k'(2) is entirely in terms of the matrix 2 (i.e., does not
require any information on the underlying box spline M E.J, and, moreover
k'(2) can be computed by a finite algorithm.

In the important special case when 2 is an integer matrix, Theorem 3.4
implies the following (known) result:

COROLLARY 3.8. Assume that 2 is an integer matrix. Then the L 2 -approxi
mation order provided by the hox spline ME'; is

k(2) :=min{ #X: Xc 2, rank(2\X) < d}. (3.9)

Here and hereafter, Xc 2 means that X is obtained from 2 by the
deletion of some columns, and # X is the number of columns in X

Proof In view of Theorem 3.4, it suffices to show that, for an integer
matrix 2, k'( 2) = k( 2). Let f, E 2. Since f, is an integer, f, . fJ E 2rc E for every
fJ E 2rc Ed\O, hence Kfi of (3.6) can equivalently be defined here as

Kfi = { f, E 2 : f, . fJ i= O} . (3.10)

Thus, (2\Kfl)TfJ=0 and hence rank(2\Kfi}<d. This shows that k(2)~

# Kif' and consequently k(S) ~ k'(S). The reverSe inequality does not
require the integrality of 2, but only its rationality: assume that, for
some Xc 2, rank(2\X) < d. Since 2 is a rational matrix, (2\X) is rank
deficient if and only if there exists a non-zero integer vector IX perpendicular
to all f, E (2\X). In view of (3.6), we have K21CX c X, and hence k'(2) ~
#K21CX~ #X It follows that k'(2)~k(2}. I
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3.2. Further Literature Discussiun

Now that the two numbers k(E) and k'(E) are introduced and their
connection to approximation orders is revealed, we are able to discuss the
history of the problem in further detail. In this regard, it seems instructive
to separate the discussion of the polynomial box spline case (), = 0) from
the general exponential case. As mentioned before, the problem of the
former case is statiunary, i.e., the spaces {Sd are all obtained from the
original space S(M) by dilation, and there is a variety of papers (including,
but not restricted to, [SF, DMI, BJ, JL]) which treat such a setting for a
general compactly supported ¢>, and links restrictive (hence stronger)
notions of approximation order (known as "controlled" and "local") to the
polynomials in S(M). Further, more recently, it was shown in [R2]
(L, -norm) and [BDRl] (Lz-norm) that whenever ¢> is compactly sup
ported and ¢( 0) =1= 0 (which is certainly the case for a polynomial box spline
¢> = M) the polynomials in S( M) characterize the unqualified approxima
tion order (i.e., the one defined and analyzed in the present paper). Thus,
at least in essence, the characterization of the approximation order
provided by a polynomial box spline amounts to the identification of the
polynomials in S( M). These polynomials were characterized by de Boor
and DeVore in [BD] for the three-directional polynomial box spline (d = 2,
). = 0, ~TE {( 1,0), (0,1), (1, I )}, V~ E 5) which was also introduced there.
Polynomial box splines associated with a general integer S were introduced
and studied by the Boor and Hollig in [BH], with the identification of the
underlying polynomial space being among the highlights of that paper. The
abstract argument provided in [BH] for the conversion of the knowledge
on the polynomials into lower bounds on the approximation order has
become a standard tool since then. Another proof of that result is included
in the subsequent work of Dahmen and Micchelli, [OM 1]. The charac
terization of the approximation order of a polynomial box spline associated
with a generalS was only recently established in [RS], where, again, the
main result is concerned with the identification of the polynomials in S( M).

Exponential box splines were introduced in [R1], and that paper also
contained the first result on their approximation order (showing that for
Ac ~ and an integer 5, the approximation order in the Lx -norm is at
least 1). The first comprehensive discussion of approximation orders for
exponential box splines is found in [DR], where, for general A but integer
5, k(E) was proved to be a lower bound on the L, -approximation order.
(It was further shown there that the exponential reproduction argument
cannot provide better bounds.) The extension of these results to p < r:J:) was
done by Lei and Jia in [LJ], where, in addition, the local structure of the
spline space was used to provide matching upper bounds (thus, Corollary
3.8 is from [LJ ] ).
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As already alluded to before, all the aforementioned results employed the
quasi-interpolation argument: first, the space H(M) of all exponential-poly
nomials (polynomials, if A= 0) in nil S" is computed (either explicitly or as
the kernel of explicit differential operators) and then the approximation
power of H( M) around the origin is studied. This local approximation
order of H(M) is then converted to lower bounds on the approximation
orders via the quasi-interpolation argument (for this argument, in the
exponential case, see [DR, LJ, R2, BRI, CW]). However, in contrast with
the stationary case, there is no general theory that can be applied to the
exponential box spline to show that the lower bounds obtained by quasi
interpolation are the best approximation orders. Indeed, we draw (in
Subsection 3.3) an example of a box spline M (necessarily with a non
integer S and a non-zero A) such that k'(S) = I while the corresponding
H( M) is trivial. We stress, however, that examples of this type are the
exception rather than the rule.

The only reference that we are aware of which treats the approximation
order provided by M :=.A for a rational E and general A is [BR2], where
approximation in oo-norm is considered. The approach in that paper is
based on the theory for L:xc -approximation orders developed there, a
theory which indeed circumvents quasi-interpolation. Theorem 3.13 is
similar to its Lx -counterpart from [BR2], with one important difference:
while the results of [BR2] require some minimal smoothness conditions of
the basis function under consideration (here the box spline M), hence
exclude box splines of low smoothness, no such exclusion exists in
Lz-analogous results from [BDRI]. We will elaborate on this point in the
next subsection, since Theorem 3.13 and its proof provide a better under
standing of the nature of the smoothness restriction on M which was
required in [BR2].

3.3. Approximation Orders of Box Spline Spaces in L
I
" p ~ 2

In order to derive approximation orders for box spline spaces we invoke
Theorems 2.6 and 2.9. For that task we need first to find, for the given box
spline scale {4>1I = M"L" corresponding maps {ill}" that satisfy the four
requirements specified in Theorem 2.6. Upon completing that part, we will
turn our attention to the main problem: identifying the largest integer k for
which the uniform boundedness of the sequences {mk./l} " is satisfied.

LEMMA 3.ll.
teristic function
operators

Let {M,,} II be any box spline scale, and let X be the charac
of a O-neighborhood B. Then, for sufficiently small B, the

-- ----J,,: ft---> (Xa,/I,f/M1J v

satisfy the four requirements of Theorem 2.6.
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-----Proof J" certainly has the form required in (2.5), with T"=X/M,,.
Condition (b) there can be satisfied by ensuring supPxc[ -n .. n]d.
Condition (d) (listed in Theorem 2.6) holds, since on B:= supp X,

-----I - Mil T" = O. It remains to deal with condition (c) of (2.4). For that,
we first observe that since

-----{M"},, converges uniformly on supp X to

1Il f e(-i~(V!1 dt,
~ E E 0

and this latter expression is bounded away from zero on, say, [- n .. n] d.

Thus, for sufficiently small ho , {T" = xlM:}"< "0 are uniformly bounded, as
required. I

In order to deal with the essential requirement of Theorem 2.6, that is,
the uniform boundedness in 1/2n7Ld \0) of the sequences {mull /" we will
prove the following:

LEMMA 3.12. Let {M"},, be a box spline scale generated by M = M :=:.'<'

and let M o be the corresponding polynomial box .\pline, i.e., M o = M :=:,0'

Given an origin-neighborhood Be [ - n .. n] ", define, as in Theorem 2.6,

mI.,": (2n 7L d \O) '3 f3 r--+ II(h + \.\ )-1. M;.(. + f3)lk IB)'

If, for I ~ q ~ 00, -;;;-; E L q ( IR d
), then, for small enough ho' the sequences

{mk,h}" <1>0 are uniformly bounded in Iq(2n 7L d \O), for k := k'tS).

Proof See Subsection 4.2.

With the aid of the two last lemmas, we establish the following theorem:

THEOREM 3.13. Let {M,,} II be the box spline scale associated M,'ith the
box spline M := M :=:,,l' Consider the approximation maps

with

A,,(f) = I M,,(· - oc) J,,(f)(x),
:X E Zd

where

J,,(f) := (xl/ii,) v,
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and X is the support function of some origin-neighborhood Be [ - n .. nY
Then, for k =k'(S), and 2::(p < 00,

for every f E Vp •k and every small enough h. The result is valid for p = 00, as----well, provided that MoE L l' with M o = M E.O the associated polynomial box
spline.

Proof The claim of the present theorem with respect to p = 00 follows
by an application of Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.11 to Theorem 2.6. The

----same is true also for 2::( P < OC;, as soon as we show that for such p, M 0

necessarily lies in L q . Since we assume that the rank condition

rank S= d

holds, we can find a d x d invertible submatrix XeS. Then

with M, := M x.a and M 2 = M1E\X).a' The trivial bound

proves that ~ E L x for any polynomial box spline ¢, and therefore if; E Lx.
----Consequently, it suffices to prove that M 1 E L q . By applying a linear

change of variables, we may assume without loss that X is the identity
----matrix, and thus M 1 becomes the tensor product of the univariate function

'. 1 -e- iw
W f----+ J e _. ,wi dt = . ,

o IW

----which lies in L q ( IR) for q> 1. It follows that M I' hence also M 0 IS III

Lq ( IR d
). I

As mentioned in the Introduction, results similar to Theorem 3.4 were
derived in [BR2], but with respect to the eN-norm. It is shown there that
the Lx -approximation order provided by M is always bounded above by
k'(S), and this bound is proved there to be the exact approximation order
under the additional assumption

I TI I¢ ·/W- 1 < eN.
fJ E 2 J \0 ~ E E. ~ . fJ "" a

(3.14 )
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~ comparison, Theorem 3.13 requires the more verifiable condition
M o E L j (which is shown to imply (3.14)). For example, the latter condition
is satisfied whenever S can be partitioned into two matrices S = Xu Y
both of rank d. Indeed, the full rank assumption on X and Y implies that
M x.o, M Y.o E L 2 , and hence their convolution product M E.O is in the
algebra A := {l: IE Ld·

EXAMPLE 3.15. Let d = 2. Then one easily checks that S can always be
partitioned into two matrices of rank 2 unless S = Xu g} where X is a
rank-I matrix, or, in terms of k(S) (cf. (3.9)) if and only if k(S) = 1. As
observed in the proof of Corollary 3.8, k' (S) :::.; k( S), hence in such a case
k' (S) E {O, I}. Now, if k' (S) = 0, then, since the L eye. -approximation order is
proved in [BR2J to be bounded above by k'(S), we conclude that M
provides approximation order O. Therefore, the only bivariate box splines
whoseXJ-approximation order cannot be decided directly by the results
here are those associated with a matrix S that satisfies k(S) = k'( S) = I.

Next, we want to show, with the aid of an example, that the approxima
tion order k'(S) can exceed in times the local approximation order of the
space H( M) (cf. the third paragraph of Subsection 3.2):

EXAMPLE 3.16. Let d = 2,

°1/2

1/2 I

1/2 1/2

1/2
I

1/2 )
- 1/2 '

and A yet to determined. It is easily verified that k'(S) = I < k(S) = 5, and
hence, by Theorem 3.4, and in view of the previous example, the
Lp-approximation order provided by M S.A is I, for every 2:::.;p:::'; 00 (and
regardless of the choice of A). The choice }, = 0 leads to a stationary situa
tion, and the approximation order I must then imply that the shifts of M S.O

partition the unity, as one can verify, with the aid of Poisson's summation
formula, from the fact that

On the other hand, for a generic choice of A, H( M) = {O}. This can be
proved as follows: if H( M) is non-trivial, then by Lemma 3.1 of [BAR J,
it contains an exponential w~ ei8 .«'. The frequency iO of that exponential
must satisfy the following two conditions:

(a) Ax +iXTt9=O, for some 2x2XcSofrank 2; and

(b) MS •A(O+2n{J) =0, {JE7L 2 \0 (cf. [RI, Sect. 4J for (a) and [BRI,
Sect. 2J for (b)).
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To see that the above (a) and (b) can hold only in exceptional circum
stances, we proceed as follows: we fix the above 5, X, and Ax. This deter
mines a unique fJ (see (a) above). We now try to define A~, ~ES, so that
(b) above is valid. For that, one verifies first (directly) that, regardless of--the specific choice of the 2 x 2 XeS, M x. -<x( 8 + .) can vanish only on a
subset of some proper sublattice :.Ex of 2n lL 2

. Selecting fJ E 2n lL 2
\ {O} in the

complement of this sublattice, (b) above implies the existence of .; E S\X
such that gel~(-j~'I{/+fi))tdt=O, or, equivalently,

A.~ - i~· (8+ fJ) E 2nilL\O.

This shows that one of },~, ~ E 5 must be chosen from the countable set
- i~ . (0 + 2n lL 2

) + 2ni lL, and therefore, generically, H( M) = {O}, as claimed.

Finally, we state our result concerning simultaneous approximation.

THEOREM 3.17. /n the notations of Theorem 3.13, and for 2 ~p < Cfj,

for every f E Vp . k , every small enough h, and every integer r < k. The same
holds for p = 00, provided that M o and all its derivatives up to order r

inclusive lie in Wiener algebra A (or, equivalently, 1·\ r MoE L J).

Proof See Subsection 4.4.

4. PROOFS

4.1. Proofs of Theorems 2.6 and 2.9

The approximation maps {Ail} h that we employ are intimately related to
those used in [BR2]. In fact, the latter, albeit a special case of the present
schemes, seem to be their most natural choice. In contrast, the error
analysis of [BR2] cannot be adopted here: that analysis makes use of the
optimal approximation to the exponential functions

OE IR"

of [R2], and synthesizes those optimal approximations on the Fourier
domain to yield optimal approximation to other smooth functions.
However, when p <ex; the above exponentials are not in L" any more,
hence the [BR2] approach cannot go through. Instead, we use here the
identity

I t/J(._~)g(~)= I t/J*(ef,g),
'X E lId lie 2n Zd

(4.1 )
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which is valid for any compactly supported distribution t/J provided that g is
sufficiently smooth, say, g E CX( IR d

) (cr. Theorem 2.6 of [RS J). The con
vergence of the right hand side of (4.1 ) is valid in the topology of tempered
distributions (and in most circumstances, in much stronger topologies),
provided that g and all its derivatives grow no faster than polynomially at 00.

Proof of Theorem 2.6. Fix 2 <p < 00, and let fE V".k' We try to
estimate the error

(4.2)

with the right hand side in (4.2) obtained from the left hand side by scaling.
Invoking (4.1) with respect to A/iU) (i.e., with g:= J"U) and t/J := <P/i), we
obtain that

110"1/,.[- A"U)III' = 1

1

'1
1 0"1/,.[- <P" * i,,(/) - L ¢i" * (eIJ"u»!11II E 2" ;zJ\O "

< 11001ilJ- <P/i * J"U)II" + II I <P" * (eIJ,,(f»II·
liE 2,,;Z'/\O "

(4.3)

We estimate each of the two terms in the last line of (4.3) with the aid of
the Hausdorff-Young inequality,

Ilfll" <const" 11]lI q , 1/p+ 1/q= 1, (4.4)

valid for 2 <p < 00, provided that]E L q( IR d
).

We first estimate in the proposition below the second term in the second
line of (4.3). For later use, we derive that estimate in a slightly more
general setup than needed here.

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let IV be some sequence defined on 2n Zd\O and having
(at most) polynomial growth. Then, in the notations of Theorem 2.6, and
under the assumptions there,

hd;p II L w(fJ) ¢i" * (e/IJ"U»!II,,<consth
k Ilfll".k Ilmk,h w ll'q(2ni£d\O)'II E 2" ;Z,/\O

Proof There is nothing to prove in case Ilmk,Ji ll'II ,ql2ni£d\O) = 00.

Otherwise, by (4.4) it suffices to bound

hd
/" II( I w(fJ) 1>11 * (epJ II(/)) A II

I pE2"ZJ\O '.q

= 11,,/j, 1'1' L 11'( - fJ) ~J;;;)( .+ fJ) II . (4.6 )
!iE2,,;Z'/\O .'q
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(The justification for the term-by-term application of the Fourier transform

is given in the sequel.) Substituting h- d
]( )h) T" for ® (cf. (2.5)) we

obtain from (4.6) the equivalent expression

h-t//q Ilti" L 14'(-{3)]«(. + {3)/h) T,,(· + {3)!.(q. (4.7)
, {i E 2"Zd\O

Here, the infinite sum in the above expression trivially converges (since
supp T" c Be [ - n .. n] d), and the limit is supported in (2n :zd\O) + B.
Also, since the weights {14'(P)} are of polynomial growth, the convergence
holds in /In. In retrospect, this justifies the term-by-term application of the
Fourier transform in (4.6), as well as the changing of the order of summa
tion and multiplication by ,p" in the display afterwards.

We fix ex. E 2n :zd\O, and compute that

Ilti" I W(-[J)]«.+P)/h)T,,(·+[J)'lll
q

. fIE 2"Zd\O Lq(~+BI

= 1I14'(ex.) tiJ«· -lXI/h) T,,(· -ex.)II'f_ql~+B)

k ' -k '
~14'(ex.)q IIT"IIL~dlll(h+ 1·1) fUh)II'f_qIB11!(h+ 1·1) ¢i,,(' +ex.)IILBi

=hd+kqlol'(lX)q IIT"IIL!;ld) 11(1 + 1·I)k]II'f_q(Bi"J

x II(h+ I·I)-k ti,,(· +lX)IILBI'

Summing over all ex E 2n :zd\O and using the uniform boundedness of { Tj,}
we obtain the bound

h-dllti" I W(-{3)!«(.+{3)/h)T,,(·+{3)llq
fJ E 2"Zd\O l.ql ~d)

and the required result follows. I

In view of (4.2), (4.3), and the claim of the last proposition for the choice
14' = 1, the proof of Theorem 2.6 is reduced to the study of the first term on
second line of (4.3). Here we have, for some positive const,

const IkIt/IJ- ¢ill * J,,(f) !II'

~ 110' 1/1,1 - ti,,® II q

~ liQ(1-ti,,T,,)lIl.qI Bl+ IIQlll.ql~d\BI' (4.8)
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---with the first inequality by (4.4) and the second equality because J,,(.f) =--T" a IiIJ and T" is supported in B. Changing variables, the term---\111 1/IJll / q l ~J\H) can be bounded as

11;;:;7'll/ q l MJ\H) = h -d Ila"III LqIIIl;J\B)

_h~-d+diq 11/'11 J
- l.qllIl; \(H/"))

~ h -4/1'(1 + C/h)k II (I + 1·I)k III Lql III;J\I B/"))

= h d/I'h k 11/111'.k 0(1),

with the o( I) expression uniformly bounded in h and IE Vp . k . As for the
other term in (4.8),

II~:J\ I - c$iI T,,) Il/ q( HI--- ,
~ 11th + 1·1Jk 111/IJII Lql81 11(11 + 1·1) -k (I - <PIJ,,)ll/o,IBI'

By assumption (d), II (h + 1·1) -k (I - J" Til) II L,( H) is bounded independently
of h, while a change of variables yields

11th + 1·I)k ;;-:;]11 loql81 = h -d II(h + 1·I)k ajll/.qIB)

= hk
-<//1' II( I + 1.1 )kj'·I·1

. l·l/ H/1l )

~ Il d/I'IIIllp.k'

Thus, we have shown that each of the two terms in the last line of (4.3) is
of order O( hk

- d/
p

), and the claim of Theorem 2.6 then follows. I

Proof of Theorem 2.9. The proof of Theorem 2.9 closely follows that of
its special case, Theorem 2.6. We thus only outline the proof, emphasizing
parts of the proof that deviate from their counterparts in Theorem 2.6.

We let PEn, be a homogeneous polynomial, and P(D) its associated
constant-coefficient differential operator. We want to establish the bound

Such an estimate leads to the desired result, since we may range P over
some fixed homogeneous basis for il,. Here, const should be independent
of hand f, but may depend on P, p, and r.

For the proof of (4.9), we consider
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By (4.1) (with I/J := <p" and g:= J,,(f)),

P(D) A,,(f) = P(D) L <p" * (e/J,,(f))
liE 2nZd

57

= I <p" * (P(D)(e/Jf,(.!)))' (4.10)
/J E 2nZtj

with the changing of order of summation and differentiation justified by
the .cf"-convergence of the sum. The term corresponding to {J = 0 is
<p" * (P( D) J,,( f) ) = hJ <:g"1>" * J,,( P( D) f), and we first estimate

Since fE VI'.k' P(D)fE VI'.k -d<:gl" and hence the proof of Theorem 2.6
yields that for small enough II we have

d<:g!"

It remains to bound the expression

I 1>" * P(D)(ejiJ,,(f)).
/1 E 2n J"'\o

Here, we fix f3 i:- 0, and expand

P(D)(eflJf,(f)) = I ~ (D'P)(D)(e/l ) D'J,,(f)
::l~O ~.

1
=c/I L: ,(D'P)(i{J)D'J"Cf),

~?: 0 ex. .

and use summation by parts (allowed, since the range of ex is actually finite
and since for any fixed ex, the Fourier transform of the various {I-summands
have pairwise disjoint supports) followed by the triangle inequality to
estimate the norm of that part as

(4.11 )
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Invoking Proposition 4.5 with w(f3):= w~(f3):= (D~P)(if3) (and with f, k
replaced by D~f and k -Itxl" respectively), we obtain that

hl~11 1
1

"1

1 L (D~P)(ifJ) (h * (eIIJ,,(D"f)) 1

1

1

1

(IE 2"TJ\O p

=hl~" 1'1 L w~(f3) 4>" * (eflJ,,(D~f))l\
fI E 2nzJ\Op

~const1/ IID~lll".k_I'11 Ilmk."H',II'ql2nzJ\O)' (4.12)

Since (i) the actual range of tx in (4.11) is finite (Ial, ~deg P), (ii)
IID'iII".k 1'1, ~ IIfll p .b and (iii) I(D'P)(iP)1 ~ const IPI', we derive from
(4.11) and (4.12) the inequality

1

'1 L 4>" * p(DHeflJ"U))lil" ~ const hkllfllp.k Ilm~."II'ql2nzJ\OI'
(IE2nZ J\O "

from which (4.9) follows. I

4.2. Proof of Lemma 3.12

Given pE2nZ"\O, our first goal is to estimate IM;;(w+p)/, for small w.

-------Initially, this is done without using the assumption M o E L'r We consider,
one by one, the factors

(4.13)

that form IM;;I. For this, fixing f3E2nZ"\O, we partition Saccording to the
behaviour of their corresponding factors into three groups: the first of
which is KII (cf. (3.6)) and the other two are defined as

L II := g E S : e, .P¢ 2n Z},

Ofl:={e,ES:e,·P=O}.

Case I. e, E Ofl' In this case, for sufficiently small h, we have

Case II. e, E Lfi' Here we use the estimate

II' el";'-;~'I<"+P))I dt\ < 3 (4.14)
o IhA~-it,,(w+P)I'
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valid for all wand sufficiently small h. The rationality of S implies the
existence of nElL such that nS is integral, and thus we have I~' fJI ~ 2n/n,
and (4.14) shows that for sufficiently small hand w

il l eIIlA,-i~'IW+f3))t dtl <_c_

o I~ ·PI'

with c depending only on S.

Case III. ~ E KIf' In this final case, we write

(4.15)

The denominator in the right hand side of (4.15) can be estimated as in the
previous case, while the numerator, for sufficiently small h and [wi, can be
bounded by c( h + Iwl); hence we obtain in this case the estimate

Ij"1 el"A, .. i~ w)1 dtl ';::c' (h + Iwl)
o '" I~ .PI .

Combining these various estimates we obtain that, for w in some
h-independent neighborhood of the origin, for h sufficiently small and for
some (h, w, p)-independent const,

1"M:(w + fi)1 ,;:; const(h + Iwl )#11 TI I~' fJI -1

~ E Kjfu l"fJ

';:;const(h+lwll"S) TI I~'fil-I,
';EK{Ju/-lf

the second inequality since k'(E) ,;:; # KIf for every PE 2n lL"\O.
For later use, we record this intermediate estimate:

(4.16)

PROPOSITION 4.17. Let {A--f ll } II be a box spline scale associated with E
and J.. Then, for k := k'( S), for some origin-neighhorhood B, for sufficiently
small h, amI for some (h, (J)-independent const we have

mu(fi):= II(h + 1·1 )-k"M:(. + fi)11 1.,181 ';:;const TI I~' PI-I .
.;; E Kill.) I.p
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To complete the proof of Lemma 3.12, we need to show that the
sequence

('II = n I'; . fil I

~EKfJuLIJ

fiE 2nZ"\0

IS III Iq ( 2n Z"\O), whenever ~ E L q . A slightly more general assertion is
proved in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 4.18. Assume that, .f(Jr the po(vnomial hox spline M o and
-----jiJr some r~O, 1·1' MOEL q • Then

(4.19)

Proof of the Proposition. Choose WE [Rd that satisfies the following
conditions:

(a) For every'; E S, .; . W is not 2n-rational.

(b ) The series

-----L IfJI''i IMo(w + fill"
fI E 2nyd\O

converges.

(4.20)

It is clear that the set of points OJ E [Rtf that violate (a) is of measure O.

Also, because 1·1'~ E L) [Rd), the series

-----L IOJ + fil'" IMo(w + fill"
Ii E 2n yJ\o

converges a.e. on [- n .. n ]d, implying thereby the a.e. convergence of
(4.20). On the other hand, because' E S is rational, inf{ " . fil : fJE 2n Zd\O,
.; .fJ '# O} > 0, and hence condition (c) is satisfied by all small enough w.
This proves that there is w that satisfies all the above conditions.

The rationality of S implies that for any fixed'; E S the range of the map

is finite, and, because of the condition (a), this range does not contain O.
Condition (a) also implies that Jbe i~· wI dt '# 0, for all .; E s. Thus, we
obtain from condition (c) the estimate
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,M:(w+fill = n If' e-i';UJl dt[ n le--~~.,(w+ln_11
~E(}p 0 ~EKpuLI/ (" (w+p)

;:;: const n I¢· fJI '. (4.21)
-;EKp,,--'I.p

Condition (b) then implies the desired result. I

4.3. Proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.7

The positive statement in Theorem 3.4, i.e., that the approximation order
provided by M :=,A (to functions in V 2.k'1:=1 = W~·I'=I) is at least k'( 2), follows
from Theorem 2.6 when combined with Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.12.

------Indeed, we only need to verify that the requirement M u E L 2 (needed for
the application of Lemma 3.12) holds. That was proved in Theorem 3.13,
but, as matter of fact, also follows directly from the fact that Mu E L 2 .

The negative statement of Theorem 3.4 will follow from Theorem 3.7.
Indeed, Theorem 3.7 provides k'(2) as an upper bound on the approxima
tion order (and in the strongest possible sense).

Therefore, only Theorem 3.7 requires a proof.
For that proof, we need to borrow some of the general tools and results

developed in [BDR I]. We remark that the definition of the PSI space S( <p)

in [BDR I] differs from the one given here: it is defined there as the
L 2 -closure of the algebraic span of the shifts of ¢. However, as Theorem
2.13 of [BDR1] asserts, S( <p) (l L 2 of the present paper is dense in S( <p) of
[BDR I], hence the two spaces share the same approximation orders, and
to the same functions.

We first define for every h ;:;: 0

Note that

Because of the rank assumption (3.2), Mil E L 2 , and therefore Nil (which is
clearly compactly supported) is continuous, as any convolution product of

two L 2 -functions IS. We make a substantial use of the symhol N" of Nil
defined as

N,,:= I. N,,((J,,) e "
ex E J'd

A standard application of Poisson's summation formula shows that

N" = L: N,,(' + fJ) = L: ,M:;(. + [1)1 2
.

fJE2n;ZJ jJE2nyd
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~

Thus, we see that N" IS a non-negative trigonometric polynomial, and,

further, ~(y) = 0 only if ~(y) = O.
The L 2 -approximation orders provided by M are determined [BDRI],

by the behaviour around the origin of the functions

"_ ............... --- 1/2A" .- (1- N,,/ N,,) , h>O (4.22)

(here, % is defined as zero, but in any case, N", as a trigonometric
polynomial, vanishes only on a null-set). Note that A" is non-negative
and bounded by I. The precise result that we need here follows from
Theorem 2.20 and Corollary 3.10 of [BDR1], and reads as follows:

Result 4.23. Let fEW;. Let {eP"},, be a subset of L 2 . Then

(4.24)

only if

on some origin-neighborhood B.

We next attempt to replace A" in this result by simpler expressions. It is

clear that we might replace A" by (N" -~) 1/2 in case the ratio

( N~ N/'-.,)1/2
II - 11 ~ 1/2

N"

is bounded around the origin by h-independent positive constants. For this
we need the following lemma, in which we make use of the fact that every
NIl' and in particular No, is supported in the symmetric region 2 3 u ( ~ 3) =

2 3 -23 (which follows from the fact that M(-·)=M(_3),~;cr. (3,3) for
the definition of 2 3 ),

LEMMA 4,25. N"~ No uniformly and hence N" --... 'ifo in any
p-norm, 1~p ~ 00.

Proof The first claim easily follows from the distributional definition of
box splines (cf" e,g., Definition 2.1 in [R I ]; more specifically, one can
apply to N,,-No the argument used in the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [DR]),
The second claim follows from the first, since all N" are supported in the
same compact domain 2 3 -23 , I
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Thanks to Lemma 4.25, we know that {N;,} h are uniformly bounded
around the origin, hence may replace {A,J /r in Result 4.23 by

Thus, if, for somefE W;, dist 2(j,a/r(S(¢i/r)))=o(h k
), then we must have,

for every fJ E2n 7ld \O,

h- d
,
2 11M:(· +fJ)a;}IIL'IBI=O(hk

),

which implies by scaling that

11M:(h. + fJ)]11 L,lh-1B) = o(N). (4.26)

Let fJ E 2n7l d \O be chosen with # K p = k. Since 1E L 2 , it is supported on
a set of positive measure, and therefore, for sufficiently small e, the set

A, := {co E IR d
: IA.~ - i~ . wi ~ e, V~ E S}

has a positive measure intersection with supp J We fix such e, and we let
Q be any bounded measurable subset of A£ for which /1111 L,W) > O.

A straighforward computation shows that, for any 0 E IRS and ~ ES\Kp(S),

[ [

f e(/rA~-i~ ihO+p))rdt~ f e-i~ Pi dti=O
It--O 'o 0

uniformly. Further, for ~ E K p , we get that

(4.27)

with the convergence being uniform on compact sets, hence on Q. Thus, for
small enough ho,

This together with (4.27) implies, with

that for small enough h,

h-k'h = h -k inf {J)", I( elhA~- i~ ihO+p))r dtl : BE Q} > const > O.
, -
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Thus, by (4.26),
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a contradiction to the fact that IIIII,.,(!}) # O.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.7, and thereby the proof of

Theorem 3.4.

4.4. Prooj" oj" Theorem 3.17

The proof invokes Theorem 2.9 for the choice ¢>h := M h. Thus, we need
to verify that for an integer r<k (with k :=k'(E)), the sequences

m~.h : (2n 1'''\0) 3 (J f-+ I(JI' II (11 + 1·1 )k M;,( .+ (1) Ill, I 81'

lie in 1,,( 2n 1'''\0) and are bounded there.
For that, we first invoke Proposition 4.17 to conclude that

m~.h (/1) ~ const IIJI' IT I¢· fJI I

Therefore, by Proposition 4.18, the uniform boundedness of 111l~.hL, in

t,pn7L"\O) is implied by the condition I·I'~EL". For p=Y.. (i.e., q= I)
this latter condition is assumed in the present theorem. We prove here the
validity of the condition for q> I.

-----We first observe that the condition 1·1' M o E L" is equivalent to the state-
ment: "for each homogeneous polynomial P of degree r, (P( D) Mol A E L"."
Here, r ~ k' (E) - 1~ k( El - I (cf. the proof of Corollary 3.8). On the other
hand, it is known [BH] that for any polynomial P of degree <k(E),
P( D) M o can be written as a finite sum

I (,M y (' - (X.d,
y

(4.28)

where each X in the above sum is a submatrix of E of fidl rank d, where
c x are some coefficients, (Xx E IR", and M x = M x.o is the polynomial box
spline defined by X. Since each X above satisfies rank X = d, then as estab-

-----lished in the proof of Theorem 3.13, M x E L" for every q> 1. Therefore, the
Fourier transform of the sum in (4.28) is in L", namely, (P(D) M o) A E L,t"

-----Consequently, 1·1' M o E L". I
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